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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. At Broadway Auto Mall we would love
to earn your business! All prices are cash prices; however we do offer a plethora of financing
options. We offer bank financing special financing and on-the-lot financing. We also have a full
service department body shop and detailing available for your convenience. Appraisers are
always on site. If you have any questions feel free to contact one of our friendly sales
associates at or email us and we will be happy to help. Description: Used Volvo S60 2. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Odometer
is miles below market average! Buy with confidence and recognize all vehicles have gone
through a point service inspection. We offer the largest number of Certified Pre-owned Nissans
within Oklahoma. With our independent 3rd party partner, we are able to compare over ,
vehicles and the data as far as mileage, equipment, and pricing in our market. This allows us to
price our vehicles extremely competitive and help reduce your stress when buying a vehicle
with us. Complimentary vehicle history reports are available upon request. Visit Universal
Motors online at New Front Brakes! No Accidents! Service Records Available! Leather Seats!
Driver's Memory Seat! Multi-zone Climate Control! Premium Wheels! Safety and Emissions
Tested! Free Car Washes for Life! Find out more at Call us today for a test drive at or for a quick
question TEXT Feel free to click on the Carfax. It is FREE! Post purchase, the vehicles go
through a step by step procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for
mechanical inspection and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles passed the Virginia
Safety Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come into our inventory
they are detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard work put into our
vehicles we finally put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully satisfied. Service
Contracts are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the vehicle to any
certified mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the Service
contract for up to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage options are also available,
please consult with a sales representative for additional information. Service contracts vary
from 3 months to 4 year time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are looking to
purchase. Service contracts are an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help to protect
your future investment. Call us for further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are for cash
transaction only. For financing vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to change as
they do not includes any finance charges. Upon loan application submission, our JDM Auto
team will work persistently towards an approval. Call for Full Details. We will represent the
vehicle to the best of our knowledge but are not responsible for human error. Service contract
is available for purchase at the time of sale. Dealership is not responsible for misprints on
prices or equipment. For fastest response and best service please call Kevin at Visit Prestigious
Auto online at Super nice car, no accidents, 2. Stop by and test drive this high-quality ride
today! We have 80 plus cars and trucks on the lot to choose from. Visit us online at Sensibility
and practicality define the Volvo S60! It delivers style and power in a single package! A
turbocharger further enhances performance, while also preserving fuel economy. This 4 door, 5
passenger sedan provides exceptional value! Volvo prioritized handling and performance with
features such as: telescoping steering wheel, cruise control, and remote keyless entry. Under
the hood you'll find a 5 cylinder engine with more than horsepower, providing a smooth and
predictable driving experience. Our sales staff will help you find the vehicle that you've been
searching for. We'd be happy to answer any questions that you may have. Stop in and take a
test drive! Low mile on a great drive safe car. One of the best values you can find is a S60 Volvo.
The front windshield is in excellent condition. The paint is in great shape and condition. No
dings are visible on this vehicle. The exterior was well maintained and is extra clean. The engine
is functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very smoothly. The brakes
are in great condition. The battery is in excellent condition. The car was previously owned by a
non smoker. A full size spare is included with this vehicle. Be an Empire buyer today! This
vehicle has no previous collision damage. Silver exterior with Black interior. Seats 5. This
means that we can sell that same vehicle to you for less and give you a better warranty than
they can! We believe in low pressure haggle free sales. Feel free to browse our lot and feel
relaxed and comfortable with no pressure or high energy salesman breathing down your neck!
Come in today and see all that we have to offer and why we are the leading used car dealership
in southern new england! Black exterior with Tan Leather interior. Great on gas! Convenient
features such as Bluetooth, Sunroof , and Heated Seats. Electric Silver Metallic Volvo S60 2.
Check out this Volvo S60 2. Available in Black Sapphire Metallic Paint over Charcoal leather
seating, this S60 comes with upgrades including leather seating, sunroof, navigation and

heated front seats. It is available with only , well maintained miles and is truly in great shape.
We make buying a Pre-Owned vehicle easy and hassle-free. Our service department gives each
Pre-Owned vehicle a multi-point inspection and reconditions every vehicle inside and out. We
are located in Daphne just off I, exit 38 near Sams club. Don't delay, visit us online at This low
mileage Volvo S60 has barely been touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. Added
comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship
for the Volvo S60 2. More information about the Volvo S The mid-size Volvo S60 sedans have
more of a performance edge than Volvo has typically had in its mainstream sedans; each of the
S60 models have turbocharged powertrains, and the suspension has been retuned this year for
an even sportier handling feel. Of course, safety remains one of the S60's main selling points.
Meanwhile, the S60 R still ranks as one of the best gentleman's sport sedans, bringing
surprisingly good performance along with good long-distance ride comfort. Strengths of this
model include safety. This is it. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken. This is a very
low mileage Volvo S A rare find these days. The Volvo S60 2. Interesting features of this model
are safety. Of all the used cars for sale in Ohio this front wheel drive Volvo S60 2. This Volvo
S60 comes Factory equipped with an impressive 2. Honda Marysville has the used cars
Columbus, Ohio shoppers trust for safety, reliability and service. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic 1, Engine Type Gas 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 5 cylinders 6
cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range 20 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. New Listing. No accidents. Price Drop.
Title issue. Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought
this car and have owned it for a year. It was bought used as a two owner of lease. Mine is still
super tight and rattle free. I was able to get the TPS throttle position sensor which is about a
repair done free at my dealership because it was a recalled ww. They warranty is 10 years and ,
miles for replacement. Other than that it has been trouble free. Make sure tranny fluid has been
changed and timing belt done too! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Volvo S60 is a compact
executive car manufactured and marketed by Volvo since and began in its third generation in
the model year. The first generation â€” [1] was launched in autumn of [2] in order to replace the
S70 and was based on the P2 platform. It had a similar designed estate version called Volvo V70
and a sports version called S60 R. The second generation â€” was released in for the model
year and has its own estate version, known as the Volvo V The third generation joined the Volvo
line-up in for the model year. The Volvo S60 was released in model year being the company's
new generation sports sedan. Unlike its rivals, the Volvo S60 continued production for 9 years
with multiple facelifts. The S60 was refreshed in The exterior was updated with body-colored
side moldings and bumpers with chrome linings, as well as new headlamps replacing the
original with black housing. The interior received some updates as well, with new seats, trim,
and an updated center console. The S60 went through a final facelift in with full body-colored
bumper and door inserts and larger emblem in the front and larger spaced out "V-O-L-V-O"
letters in the rear. The interior featured a new pattern upholstery which differs from its original
pattern. Police specification models came about through Volvo's extensive work alongside the
users of the vehicles and Police Fleet Management departments. As a result, the Police
specification vehicles have a striking difference from original showroom model that sometimes
the Volvo S60 is used as police cars. Firstly the suspension was up-rated to deal with the
demands of Police work; this included fitting the front suspension of the D5 model variant as
the suspension was designed to deal with the heavier diesel engine. Nivomat self-levelling
suspension was also fitted to the rear to ensure correct geometry of the vehicle, regardless of
the weight carried. On early models, the clutch was also replaced with the stronger D5 unit. A
larger specification battery and A alternator was also fitted to run all the extra equipment, along
with a dedicated Police fuse box in the boot. Extra wiring looms are also fitted specially for the
Police radios and other equipment, including CCTV cameras. Additional electrical noise
suppression has been added so as not to interfere with the sensitive electronics the police use.
The speedometers in the vehicles are calibrated from the factory and do not require
recalibration unless the wheel and overall rolling diameters are changed. During â€” the 2. The
â€” models came with a 6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic transmission which was no
longer torque-restricted. Other aspects which set the R apart from standard S60s were the large
Brembo front and rear four-piston brakes, inch 5-spoke "Pegasus" wheels available as an
upgrade to the standard inch wheels of the same design , blue faced "R" gauges, standard HID
headlights , as well as the Four-C suspension system. Semi-active suspension with Four-C a
short name for " Continuously Controlled Chassis Concept " allows the user to select from
three modes: Comfort, Sport, and Advanced. This is accomplished through a drive by wire

throttle, allowing the same pedal travel to result in different performance when the appropriate
mode is selected, [13] electronically controlled shock absorbers that can adjust themselves
times a second, and a complex series of sensors throughout the body of the vehicle. Volvo
collaborated with high-tech system developer Ohlins Racing AB and shock absorber
manufacturer Monroe for the self-adjusting shock absorbers. The Rs had three interior color
options: Nordkap metallic dark blue , Gobi light tan metallic and a R-only leather option;
Atacama, available for an additional charge. It was an unpainted, orangey-coloured natural
leather with a baseball glove thickness and feel. The S60 Rs have a 0. Another Volvo factory
option for only the S60 R was a body kit which included front bumper splitters, side skirts and a
rear valance, color matched to the body. The body kit was only available with certain body
colors and in certain markets. The second generation S60 began production in Ghent, Belgium
on May 17, , with an expected annual production of 90, vehicles. More differences in the second
generation S60 include the new large Volvo iron symbol, parallel to the grille LED day running
lamps and larger spaced letters in the brand name on rear. The engine range of the S60 and V60
comprises four petrol engines and three diesels. The 2. Also, a new safety feature named "
Pedestrian Detection " available on both the V60 and S60 detects people in front of the car and
automatically applies the brakes if the driver does not react in time. The new sedan shows off
Volvo's completely new design language already seen in the Volvo XC60 concept. It rides on the
same platform as the XC The goal of this new design was to target younger demographics. In ,
the T5 engine was revamped before the launch of the Drive-E arrival. Among the tweaks to the
T5 power plant is a boost in engine compression to 9. North America models went on sale as
model year vehicles in late The driver can select via three buttons among three driving modes:
Pure, Hybrid or Power. A new limited production model known as the S60 Cross Country saw a
limited American release in the autumn of as it was for the model year in Europe , with each
dealership only getting one car. Limited to about units from to It features a modified cylinder
head and combustion chambers, modified inlet manifold and air intake, special manufactured
connecting rods, Garrett turbocharger, Ferrita 3. The vehicle was unveiled at the Gothenburg
CityArena. It includes a new BorgWarner turbo, new intercooler, a 2. Delivery began in June
Delivery was set to begin in June to the local markets. The 3. That's a respectable output bump
coming by way of massaged engine management software, a stainless exhaust with millimetre
2. Polestar also did work to the transmission with new calibration for quicker gearshifts and
launch control capabilities. The Haldex four-wheel-drive system also has Polestar tuning for
more rear torque distribution, and the stability control system has been massaged. Brakes get a
nice upgrade with millimetre Visual changes include new front and rear splitters, rear spoiler
and diffuser. Inside there's a thick-rimmed steering wheel and upgraded seats with suede
inserts, suede door inserts and blue accent stitching throughout. Other than the Polestar model,
T6 Momentum model and the T6 R-Design all other S60 models can be purchased or leased in
the traditional way. Production began in September in Ridgeville , South Carolina. Capacity can
go up to , vehicles per year if demand calls for it. The facility is Volvo's sixth, joining two
European, two Chinese, and one Malaysian location. Roughly 2, workers are expected to staff
the plant. As of April , the construction company finished building the complex's shell. At
launch, it will come powered in three trims: the T5, which features a turbocharged 2. The third
generation S60 will have the hybrid powertrain and be one of the five new electric models
launched in along with the second generation V60 and an all-electric sports coupe. The third
generation S60 and V60 will also be available as Polestar models. Standard gear on all S60s
includes an improved City Safety collision avoidance system based on Volvo's Vision The
system can now help the driver do an evasive maneuver and can detect and mitigate oncoming
vehicles at intersections. On 14 and 15 October , the first-generation S60 T5 broke 18 British
land speed records including the highest average speed over a hour period for a Production Car
class D cc at The car was standard except for safety modifications such as a roll cage, exterior
cut out switch, a modified fuel tank and additional head support to allow the drivers BTCC
drivers Anthony Reid , Rickard Rydell , John Cleland and Alain Menu as well as various Car
journalists and ITV's Mike Brewer to rest their neck during the 2-hour gaps between pit stops.
Each pitstop included a driver change, refuel and tyre changes due to the extreme stresses
being placed on the front outside tyre. Volvo regularly entered the S60 in the Swedish Touring
Car Championship , where it finished 2nd in the drivers' championship twice and won the
manufacturers' title once. The S60 continued to be raced after the formation of the Scandinavian
Touring Car Championship , a merger of the Swedish and Danish touring car championships.
From to there was an S60 one-make racing series as a support series to the Swedish Touring
Car Championship known as the S60 Challenge Cup, using 26 factory-modified S60s. The
second-generation model was introduced for the season. In , its programme was expanded to
include the SCAA Pro Racing World Challenge , where it won both the drivers' championship,

for factory driver Randy Pobst, his fourth, and manufacturers' championships in the GT class.
The programme was expanded again in to include the Pirelli World Challenge. Volvo competed
in the V8 Supercars Championship with two rear wheel drive V8 BS powered S60s between and
with Garry Rogers Motorsport highlighted by a debut 2nd place at the Adelaide , a last second
overtake to steal a race win at the Phillip Island Circuit, and third for Scott McLaughlin in the
series driver standings. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model. Motor vehicle. Front
engine front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. This section needs to be updated. Please update
this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. January This section needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. August Learn how and
when to remove this template message. Petrol : 2. Volvo Car Corporation. Retrieved Archived
from the original on Volvo In Belgium". Brown Modified Mag April. The Auto Channel. Top Gear.
December 16, Green Car Congress. China Daily. Retrieved 13 June Archived PDF from the
original on Euro NCAP. Car and Driver. The Car Guide. Volvo Cars of North America. October
Top Speed. Volvo Car UK Ltd. Cyan Racing. ABC Radio Grandstand. Australian Broadcasting
Corporation. Fox Sports Australia. Hidden categories: CS1 French-language sources fr CS1
German-language sources de CS1 Swedish-language sources sv Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Wikipedia articles in
need of updating from January All Wikipedia articles in need of updating Articles needing
additional references from August All articles needing additional references Commons category
link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Compact executive car D. BT5 [15]. BT4 [16]. BT4 [15]. BSG [16]. BSG2 [16]. T3 [36].
Inline 4 with turbocharger. BT43 [37]. SPA platform. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Volvo S Small family car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90
Cross Country. This car seems to be falling apart mechanically. It had a clean CarFax report.
We've owned earlier generation Volvos for years and have had an excellent experience. I
assumed initial repairs would stabilize the car, but new problems keep surfacing. We aren't
even addressing the engine mount problem that makes it handle roughly and noisily, because
that doesn't relate to the mechanical integrity. Pros: Nice looks, leather seats, attractive color,
good gas mileage compared to our Subaru ,. Cons: Ceaseless mechanical problems and
computer faults, very expensive parts. Build quality is fine, except there is squeaking sound
below the glove-box, something very common for S60 cars No problem about the appearance, I
Like! Gas mileage is ok, for a hp car, you would expect the gas consumption like one. But the
maintenance is quite costly, every few months there will be something to be repaired or
replaced. However, considering the age of the car 11 years , it is widely expected. For highway,
I'll rate the car at 8 out of For A road and B road type, I will say 7 out of Pros: An excellent family
car with highest safety equipment.. Cons: 1. It breakdown quite frequently during first year
owns 2. Suspension not that comfortable as expected. Acceleration sucks from still. But once
on the move, beware mate! No Xenon light 5. Good Car â€” nice car. Handles well, Have had
very little problems with it. The only thing that I do not like is the back seat. It is a little cramppy.
This car is enjoyable to drive, has a nice stereo system in it. I'm A Volvo Freak. Pininfarina
Design. Safe, and rides quiet. It's 10 yrs old and it rides like it's on air. A luxury sedan with the
bones of a sports car, quick and fun. The seat are by far the most comfortable seats Ive ever
seen. Tiptronic transmission, sport mode is a total different machine. Pros: Quality, Both in feel
and looks. Solid and well engineered. Cons: Not for you if you need an off road vehicle - low
clearance. Great car. Handles really great. Great performance and can easily over cars here in
LKA. Has clocked , kms and still drives like a champ. No troubles. Make sure to regularly do the
services. Also check the bushes as they don't last very long. Cons: Ground clearance. Installed
aftermarket exhaust. Acceleration is much better. Build quality-no problems with factory parts.
Appearance- don't like factory appearance. I installed a black mesh grill. Painted wheels black.
Blacked out head and tail lights. Cost of ownership- gas mileage is good after exhaust kit. I
haven't had too many problems with the car. Fun Factor- stock the car is alright. It's a lot faster
with exhaust kit. Very tight feel. Handles great. I'm waiting on a programmer and air box. Cons: I
would avoid the car if you are going to leave it stock. Volvo S60 â€” This car has been an
awesome car, I treat my cars rather harsh and this car handles all I throw at it! I travel up to
70,km a year, the breaks are astounding with great handling! Pros: Awesome fuel econamy ,
Reliable, Great handling ,very responsive and good performance. Good Value â€” Tons of air
bags; did the european delivery program with it and that was awesome! One of a few cars with a
manual transmission that is quick. Very comfortable inside. For a volvo the styling is exception,
particularly the seats. Cons: Not as fast or quick as it should be Freaking Amazing â€” The

Performance is staggering. The tiptronic transmittion puts you in control while making quicker
shifts than you possible could with a manual. The appearance is exellent. I have the Volvo
performance version which has 17" alloy wheels, fully leather interior, performance suspension,
and one of the most powerful turbocharged 5 cylinder engines that has ever been put into a car.
The traction control is amazing. You can go around any corner at any desirable speed. The
sound of the car can not be described by any words. The sound of the turbo and the exhaust is
exactly what you would expect from an European performance car. Pros: engine, sun roof,
leather interior, tranny, turbocharger, handling, performance, the 12 speakers it comes with, and
everything else imaginable. Cons: the bumps on the road are extremely painful with the sports
suspension. My First Volvo â€” I like the car and think it looks pretty good. But still it's no
sportscar. Good torque from the engine and nice comfort. Breakes are good and fuel ecomomi
not bad. I can recomend this engine over the T5. Not very fun to drive compared to smaller cars
but ok. I love Volvos and currently have a S I love the styling on it and they handle beautifully on
the road. Volvos are one of the most s Read More. The car was 5k over listing price, listing price
was 28k, extremely disappointing, I was ready to purchase The S is a very good value and has
many items of a larger luxury vehicle. My experience is that this vehicle has great gas mileage
and has long term viability. A luxury car recommended by Consumer Report at this price? Take
it! Ive been look at these cars for about two years and finally found the year, color, and price Id
been looking for. Absolutely love it. The interior is about as luxurious as you can make a vehicle
of This makes my 3rd Volvo and had a Model a few years back, so when looking for a
replacement vehicle, it was a simple choice based on safety as the leading cause for choosing
Volvo. Great looks on this here car there, yep Read More. Overall I was pleased with the process
and car. This car is wonderful. It runs almost new. It was kept very clean and together. This car
is a good value. I am very satisfied. Have you driven a Volvo S60? Rank This Car. User Reviews.
Displaying 1 - 10 of Volvo S60 10 reviews. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros:
Nice looks, leather seats, attractive color, good gas mileage compared to our Subaru ,. Is this
helpful? Yes No. Emil writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: An excellent family car
with highest safety equipment.. Jerry writes:. Pros: most everything. Cons: back seat. Andrew
writes:. Asanka writes:. Also check the bushes as they don't last very long Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Prestige, great performance. Michael writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: It's a very well built car. Stephen writes:. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Awesome fuel econamy , Reliable, Great handling ,very responsive and
good performance. Malcolm writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Safety. George
writes:. Ralf writes:. Pros: It's pretty good at everything. Cons: Is rather boring though. Reviews
From Other Years. Read all 6 Volvo S60 reviews. Read all 5 Volvo S60 reviews. Read all Volvo
S60 reviews. Read all 3 Volvo S60 reviews. Cars compared to Volvo S Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Volvo S60 to Related Models. Select Year Primary
Use: Family transportation Pros: Nice looks, leather seats, attractive color, good gas mileage
compared to our Subaru , Cons: Ceaseless mechanical problems and computer faults, very
expensive parts. Pros: most everything Cons: back seat 3 of 4 people found this review helpful.
Cons: Not for you if you need an off road vehicle - low clearance 4 of 4 people found this review
helpful. Pros: It's pretty good at everything Cons: Is rather boring though. The midsize S60 is
Volvo's replacement for the discontinued S70 Sedan. But to just say that the S60 is the S70's
replacement wouldn't quite be correct. Volvo has higher aspirations for this car. Without
sacrificing any of the usual Volvo trademarks such as safety and upscale features, Volvo wants
the S60 to be a sporty car, a car that would appeal to someone who likes to drive. To go about
this, Volvo has built the S60 on the P2 platform. This is the same platform that the company
uses for its S80 and V Neither the S80 nor the V70 are known for their Olympian athletic ability,
however, so for the S60, Volvo reduced the P2 platform's dimensions to give the car more
nimble handling. Compared to the S70, the S60 is 5. Besides being smaller than the old S70, the
S60 also has fewer trim levels. Volvo will offer three for the base 2. The three vary in levels of
standard equipment and what kind of engine the car has. The S60 2. The 2. The most powerful
engine is the horsepower 2. Both the 2. Making the car look sporty was another priority for
Volvo. To do this, stylists gave the car the lines of a coupe without intruding on interior space.
This effect is most noticeable when looking at the sloping roofline and thick C-pillars, as they
look similar to the ones found on the C70 Coupe. Up front, the raised "V" hood lines hark back
to the Volvo's mid-'60s series. The S60 has an interior that is similar in design to the S80 and V
The broad instrument panel has large and easy-to-use knobs and buttons for the sound system
and climate control. There is seating for five, with more legroom, headroom and shoulder room
for front passengers when compared to the S The S60 doesn't have as much rear legroom or
trunk space as the S70, however. Making its usual appearance is Volvo's roll call of safety
equipment, including dual-stage front airbags, side airbags, and head-protection airbags. In

terms of equipment and safety, there are only a few entry-level luxury cars that can match up to
the S But would you want to buy one? That probably depends on what you are looking for. If
you have owned Volvo sedans in the past, but you want one that's sportier, the S60 would be an
excellent match for you. With the exception of the sloth-like humans that inhabit your local
DMV, recent studies have shown that Americans are working more hours per week than ever
before. It would also seem that Swedes, or at least the engineers at Volvo, have been putting in
major overtime, as well. All of Volvo's U. The midsize S60 drops into the slot opened up by the
departing S70 Sedan. But to just say that the S60 is the S70's replacement wouldn't be quite
correct. Someone who would otherwise buy an Audi or a BMW, for instance. Neither the S80 nor
the V70 are known for their Olympian athletic ability, however, so for the S60, Volvo reduced the
P2 platform's dimensions to give the car a more sporting character. What this means is that
Volvo has located the wheels further toward the outer edges of the vehicle to enhance stability.
Slimming down the size of the P2 platform for the S60 has also granted additional torsional
rigidity; it's percent more rigid than the S70 and 20 percent more than the S In comparison to
other manufacturers' cars, the S60's overall length is a few inches longer than cars like the Audi
A4 and BMW i, but still smaller than cars like the Chrysler M or Infiniti I Base curb weight for the
S60 is 3, pounds. Making the car look sportier than the S80 was a top priority for Volvo. Up
front, the raised "V" hood lines hark back to Volvo's mid-'60s series. If there is a complaint
about the styling, it would probably be that the S60 looks too much like the S80 from the rear, as
both cars have similar-looking taillights and broad-shouldered rear fenders. Overall, though,
Volvo has cleverly created a distinctive midsize sedan that washes away the last remnants of
the S70's cardboard box exterior styling. The biggest pecs and abs award goes to the T5. Its 2.
The manual can be replaced with an optional five-speed automatic transmission. All of the cars
are front-wheel drive only. At Volvo's press launch, we were able to briefly drive a 2. Volvo says
the T5 will accelerate from zero to kilometers per hour about 62 mph in 6. In first gear, mashing
the T5's throttle pedal will likely bring on some torque steer or wheel spin with the traction
control turned off , but generally the power delivery is smooth and tractable. The shifter and
clutch pedal for the T5 aren't as refined as those found on BMWs, but they are better than the
combo found in Saab's four-door Viggen. On the road, the S60 provides a firm and controlled
ride. On other Volvo cars, the suspensions are often softened for the North American market to
suit our driving style and generally rougher pavement. For S60 2. The only change will be on the
T5, in which case the North American suspension will be a little softer, but Volvo plans to offer a
sport package that will include the stiffer Euro T5 suspension tuning. In our half day driving the
S60, we found it to be an entertaining ride, and certainly more sporty than any other four-door
Volvo in recent memory. Dynamically, the S60 probably matches up best to Saabs like the Aero
or the Viggen. It likely handles better than Japanese front-drive sedans like the Acura TL, but its
steering and responsiveness are still a cut below rear-drive sport sedans like the i and Lexus IS
Ah, but handling and power aren't the only components for a sedan, are they? You still have to
live with the car, driving it to and from work everyday. To make the daily commute a pleasure
instead of a chore, the S60 has an interior that is similar in design to the S80 and V A bit of a
shocker, though, are the reductions in rear legroom and trunk space. Rear legroom is listed at
Trunk space is down by 1. Making its usual appearance is Volvo's roll call of safety equipment.
Each passenger gets three-point seatbelts with pre-tensioners. Front passengers are protected
by dual-stage front airbags, side airbags and whiplash-reducing seats. Volvo's Inflatable Curtain
IC further helps to reduce injuries to front and rear seat occupants during a side impact. If a
side impact occurs, the IC deploys from the headliner and covers both the front and rear side
windows to help cushion the occupants' heads by absorbing side impacting forces. For the little
ones, there's ISO-FIX, a child seat-fixation system that simplifies and improves the process for
installing and locating a safety seat. Volvo will also offer On-Call Plus on the S60 as an option.
Volvo says that the system isn't solely dependent on mobile cell site access, and that the
backup system employs satellite communication technology to transmit vehicle condition and
location to the assistance center. Besides safety hardware, the S60 comes with plenty of
standard and optional equipment. The T5 gets the most standard equipment, of course, with
goodies like eight-way power-adjustable front seats, a trip computer, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a metallic-looking "Space Ball" shifter manual
transmission only and a CD-equipped sound system. In terms of optional equipment, one of the
more useful is the GPS navigation system. As in the V70, the navigation system's screen rises
out of the top of the dash when in use, allowing the driver to more easily keep his or her eyes on
the road. A dynamic stability control system is available on the 2. Other optional features
include traction control standard on the T5 , a sunroof, upgraded sound systems, heated front
seats, headlight washers and rear seat headrests that can be lowered by a button on the dash to
improve rearward visibility. IAQS monitors the level of impurities in the outside air. If pollution

rises high enough, IAQS recirculates the air in the passenger compartment, which is then
cleaned by an active carbon filter. If you have owned Volvo sedans in the past, but you want one
that's more like Pace Hot Picante sauce rather than Tostitos Restaurant Style mild salsa, the
S60 will be an excellent match for you. Now, where are the tortilla chips? Available styles
include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Volvo S Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Volvo lease specials Check out Volvo S60 lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Steering and handling lack the
precision needed for a true sport sedan, expensive optional equipment. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Is it an elegant luxury sedan or a
sleek sports sedan? Surprise, it's both. Vehicle overview. The S60 is Volvo's new sedan that
takes the place of the discontinued S70 Sedan. Smaller than the S80 but bigger than the S40,
Volvo has designed the S60 to be sporty as well as safe. Read more. Write a review See all 95
reviews. I bought this car and have owned it for a year. It was bought used as a two owner of
lease. Mine is still super tight and rattle free. I was able to get the TPS throttle position sensor
which is about a repair done free at my dealership because it was a recalled ww. They warranty
is 10 years and , miles for replacement. Other than that it has been trouble free. Make sure
tranny fluid has been changed and timing belt done too! Read less. I actually recieved this car at
, miles, but I had been driving it as a family car from , We LOVE this car. My father and I do all
the maintainence ourselves because let's just face it, Volvo's prices are nuts. At , as of today
there are a few problems. I also have a very rocky shifting, but have never had any real
transmission issues as of now knock on wood and the suspension is less than desirable.
However for a 18 year old? This was a great car to inherit. Other than the problems listed above,
I love this car. I have owned my S60 since , just hit 70k miles. It does well on gas mileage for
long highway trips but is a total gas guzzler in the city. It performs well in winter weather. I
change the oil every miles and keep up routine maintenance. Car is really spacious and the
trunk holds a lot. Overall it has been a reliable, safe, easy-to-drive car and I receive many
complement on its looks. See all 95 reviews of the Used Volvo S Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the S Sign Up. The handsome and sophisticated Volvo S60 shares desirable traits with other
entry-level luxury sedans, but it also deviates from the traditional formula. People who prioritize
driving verve over long-haul comfort will prefer the BMW 3-series or the Genesis G Unlike those
rear-drive-based rivals, the Volvo uses a front-drive platform that makes it inherently less
entertaining. Still, the S60's trio of four-cylinder engines includes a potent turbo- and
supercharged version and a stouter plug-in-hybrid setup that's optimized on the sport-oriented
Polestar model. Aside from its quirky infotainment system and uninspiring base engine, the S60
serves up all-day satisfaction and cutting-edge style in spades. Volvo improves the S60 lineup
in several small ways. All models now come with full LED headlights that turn with the steering
wheel, blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, two USB-C ports in the back seat, keyless
entry with an automatic trunk release, auto-dimming and power-folding exterior mirrors, and the
company's Care Key that allows an owner to set limitations on the vehicle's top speed. The T8
plug-in hybrid is now branded with the Recharge moniker. We'd choose the hp, all-wheel-drive
T6 powertrain paired with the sporty R-Design trim. We'd also recommend the Climate package
heated steering wheel, heated rear seats, and heated windshield washers for anyone who lives
in a cold-weather climate. And the Advanced package is worth it for the enhanced luxury
provided by its degree camera system, additional volt outlet in the cargo area, head-up display,
semi-autonomous drive mode, and wireless smartphone charger. The S60 T5 has a hp
turbocharged four-cylinder that powers the front wheels; the T6 version has standard all-wheel
drive and gains 66 horsepower courtesy of its additional supercharger. Power increases to
horsepower on the all-wheel-drive Recharge T8 plug-in hybrid, and the top-of-the-line Recharge
T8 Polestar is even sportier. Its plug-in-hybrid powertrain makes horsepower and lb-ft of torque
and features all-wheel drive. Along with adaptive dampers and exclusive inch wheels, the

Polestar edition is solely available as part of the Care by Volvo subscription plan. During a first
drive of the higher-spec S60 trim levels , we were extremely impressed with how well they
handled. The steering proved to be quick and precise along twisty roads, and there was a
remarkable amount of cornering grip. Likewise, both the hp T6 R-Design model and the
powerful Recharge T8 Polestar were effectively quick and responsive. The S60 has three
separate EPA ratings that correspond with its different powertrain configurations. The
front-drive T5 models are rated at 23 mpg in the city and 34 mpg on the highway. The more
powerful all-wheel-drive T6 versions drop to 21 mpg city and 32 mpg highway. The Recharge T8
plug-in hybrid is expected to earn 69 MPGe and have an all-electric range of 22 miles. We've
only tested the front-drive T5 and all-wheel-drive T6 models on our mile highway fuel-economy
routeâ€”part of our extensive testing regimen â€”and they earned 37 mpg and 31 mpg,
respectively. Volvo flaunts its superb build quality inside the S60, which displays upscale
materials throughout and an uncommon attention to detail. The design is undeniably
forward-thinking and replete with flourishes such as jeweled switchgear and supremely
comfortably seats. Its deluxe features include a Not only are front-seat passengers cosseted by
comfortable and supportive buckets, those in the back seat will appreciate its generous
legroom and headroom. Interior cubby space is highlighted by useful door pockets and a center
console that boasts a tray with a retractable cover and a handy bin below the armrest. We also
managed to fit five carry-on suitcases in the S60's trunk, which is one less than the 3-series.
Every S60 features a tablet-style Sensus infotainment system that looks stylish but can be
frustrating to operate. That's because some of its touch-sensitive icons are hard to select, and
some functions such as the climate controls can be distracting to use. Otherwise, the system
benefits from a large volume knob and a useful home button. The sultry sedan also has a
variety of driver-assistance technology as standard, as well as options such as a
semi-autonomous drive mode. Key safety features include:. Volvo's limited and powertrain
warranty line up exactly with its luxury rivals. While its complimentary scheduled maintenance
covers the same lengthy period as BMW , both are still behind Jaguar's impressive coverage.
More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos.
Eric Stafford. More on the Volvo S The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Volvo. Find parts and accessories , add or
update your vehicle details, and interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to Your
Garage. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought
this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. There was a problem completing your request. Please try again later. Skip to main
content. Silver Metallic shown. Volvo Volvo S60 2. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party Value.
No Info. Enable Javascript to select another vehicle. Trim: S60 S Style: S60 2. Color: Ash Gold
Metallic. Own This Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has been added
to your garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and try again.
See your vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with other owners View
and update vehicle info. Close this window View Garage. The size class for cars is determined
by the interior passenger and cargo volumes. The size class for trucks is defined by the gross
vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is the weight of the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA
estimates for fuel efficiency measured on a mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests
conducted by manufacturers according to federal regulations. This is typically measured in
liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts
the output of the engine to the drive wheels. Common configurations include front-wheel drive,
rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A
unit to measure the power of engines. Compare to Similar Vehicles Volvo S60, 2. Error loading
details for this Vehicle, please try again later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To
add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In ,
"Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as "Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond:
Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different versions
of the Wrangler. The all-new model is known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler
JK", based on the previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it. Year: Select
Year Error loading the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. Failed to get data, please
try again. Data Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please try your search again later. Do you
always put in premium gasoline? I bought my Volvo S60 new in with less than 10 miles on the
odometer. I did use premium for the first years but then I switched to regular unleaded when
gas prices got higher. I should mention that my S60 does not have the turbocharged engine but
I also have a turbocharged S40 that my wife has drivâ€¦ see more I bought my Volvo S60 new in
with less than 10 miles on the odometer. I should mention that my S60 does not have the
turbocharged engine but I also have a turbocharged S40 that my wife has driven , miles. We

have used nothing but regular gas in both cars for the last 12 years and both engines still run
like a champ. They have never knocked or pinged and we did not notice any difference in
performance. The onboard computer automatically senses and adjusts the fuel injection and
ignition timing for the octane of the fuel used. Both cars pass all state emissions tests for
annual licensing. One person said their engine light came on with regular fuel but mine never
has. Where I live, regular is 87 octane. My s60 now has almost , miles on the odometer and is
still going strong. I hope this helps! Cooper on August 26, Failed to get answers. Collapse all
answers. I found the power is lacking when this happens. But the message goes away after I
parked my car. Unfortunately it's your transmission. I just went through the same exact thing
with my car. What tire pressure do you use for this car? About 38psi is a good presure for most
cars. By Amazon Customer on August 10, Collapse all answers. When accelerate from a low
speed, the odometer shows the rpm suddenly goes from under 2k to over 3k rpm, but the car
has not gain much power, problem? If the tachometer moves without corresponding "revving"
of the engine, then the tachometer is probably bad. If the engine revs, but you don't move, your
transmission is slipping, and needs to be fixed. By J Short on November 4, Failed to get
answers. Failed to get questions. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
After , miles, I can write what an amazing car this is. There have been occasional repairs. But
after paying off the car 11 years ago, there has not been a single year since where the repair and
maintenance costs have been more than a third of the annual payments. I live in the south, so I
use the air conditioning a lot. I'm on the third compressor. I think the most important thing I
have done is keeping up with all maintenance. I change the oil every miles. It's not cheap but I
got the , mile service twice so far. I'll by another one in Driving a car 20 years really saves
money. Update June 1, I sadly report that last July someone failed to yield the right of way and
my Volvo was totalled. I always said I would drive it until the wheels fell off. Thanks to that
careless driver, the front left wheel was knocked separated from the car. No one was injured. I
digress. The car was running like a champion when it was killed. I had recently gotten the , mile
service. New tires, struts, air conditioning. I was good to go for at least 5 more years. I highly
recommend that car. Finding one is another story. All I could say is that I love my Volvo due to
several things: saves gas eventhoug it has turbo, runs smoth, it could go well over k miles as
long maintaining the vehicle mechanically. I recommend this vehicle if you plan to drive a lot.
You must service it as well. Have had this car for 9 years and after miles it has never completely
stranded me. Its been easy to maintain although parts can be expensive compared to some
brands. One person found this helpful. This mirror fit perfectly and it saved me a lot of money
by buying it through Amazon. Best car I have ever owned I'm sold on this brand now. You take
care of it and it will take care of you. Awesome car omg I had to replace the transmission. After
the warranty expires every time you take it to get serviced it will cost you between - dollars.
Which will occur about once every three months. In terms of reliability this car was a huge
disappointment. I had to replace the transmission, the turbocharger twice and a lot of high other
dollar failures. I will never buy another Volvo product ever again. See all reviews. Color shown:
Silver Metallic. Drag vehicle to Spin. Photos Interactive Previous page. Next page. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Transmission The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the
drive wheels. Seating The number of people the car will hold. Horsepower A unit to measure the
power of engines. Customer Ratings. Passenger Capacity. V6 Cylinder Engine. Gasoline Fuel.
Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range. Want to compare a different vehicle? Change Vehicle.
Front Wheel Drive. Power Steering Adjustable Steering Wheel. Power Mirror s. Intermittent
Wipers. Aluminum Wheels. Daytime Running Lights. Rear Defrost. EPA Classification. Fuel Tank
Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi. Steering Type. Gas I5. Trans
Description Cont. Suspension Type - Front. Suspension Type - Front Cont. Suspension Type Rear. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps. Brake ABS System.
Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc - Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type.
Wheelbase in. Body Length Default Value ft. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel
Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern. Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spare Bolt
Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Head Room in. Front Hip Room in. Front Leg Room in. Front
Shoulder Room in. Second Head Room in. Second Hip Room in. Second Leg Room in. Second
Shoulder Room in. Third Head Room in. Third Hip Room in. Third Leg Room in. Third Shoulder
Room in. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for

the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. The service reminder indicator SRI informs the driver that it is time for the car to
be serviced. The lamp remains lit for seconds when the ignition is switched on. NOTE: If the
lamp flashes, it may be because one of the servi
lexus rx300 repair manual
87 wagoneer
nissan versa serpentine belt
ce parameters has not been programmed. NOTE: If the trip meter reset button is not released
within 5 seconds the indicator is not reset. However, the indicator will stop flashing. The text
message is displayed for seconds each time the ignition is switched on. The SRI lights the first
time the ignition is switched on after the service interval has been reached. The SRI will
continue to illuminate, and remain illuminated, for 2 minutes every time the ignition is switched
on or until it is reset. The SRI can be programmed for distance traveled, time since last service
and engine hours. Programming is done using the Volvo factory scan tool. The SRI can be reset
using the Volvo factory scan tool or equivalent aftermarket scan tool , or using the following
method. The service reminder indicator SRI informs the driver that it is time for the vehicle to be
serviced. If the trip odometer is already reset, the reset button must be held in for a minimum of
10 seconds and a maximum of 14 seconds.

